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The dynamic range, or controllable conductance, of the HTSV products spans from 0.01 liter ∙ sec-1 at closed 
for the 40mm size up to 4,000 liter ∙ sec-1 using the 160mm size valve in the full open position.  When  
combined with the IntellisysTM on-board IQ+ controller, the HTSV valves can be used to control chamber  
pressures up to 1 bar and beyond, even with relatively low gas flow rates.  Compared to standard butterfly 
valves, the HTSV offers roughly four times the dynamic pressure range, and operating temperatures nearly 
twice those of typical valves. 

Does the combination of high process control pressures and 
elevated operating temperatures create an insurmountable 
challenge for your downstream controlled vacuum system?  
Look to Nor-Cal Products and its new HTSV butterfly valve for 
a solution.  This near sealing, high temperature capable  
butterfly valve redefines the possibilities for downstream  
pressure control in foreline sizes ranging from DN-40 to  
DN-160.  The HTSV is available with many modular options 
that can be tailored to achieve a range of operating conditions 
with temperature capability on excess of 325°C.  The valve is  
constructed using 316L stainless steel combined with other 
high temperature materials, and avoids the use of elastomers 
in the high temperature zone.  That, combined with a motion 
control system that is specifically designed to tolerate  
anomalies due to process contamination build-up, creates a 
product that is exceptionally robust and fault tolerant in the 
most demanding of process environments.

HTSV Butterfly Valve

Alternative butterfly 
valves that employ a  
flapper seal ring are  
excellent for high  
pressure control, but 
they also have severe 
limitations when used 
in conjunction with 
heat.  That is where the 
all-metal, near-sealing 
internal flange geometry 
of the HTSV provides the 
needed advantage.
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HTSV Butterfly Valve

The HTSV Is Available In Three Basic Versions

•  HTSV1:  Offers the restricted conductance needed for high pressure control in a standard motor mount 
package capable of operation up to 150°C.

•  HTSV2:  A valve with the same near-sealing flange features adding a nominally extended motor mount 
and high temperature compatible perfluoro-elastomer seals.  May be specified with or without integral  
heaters for operation up to 200°C.

•  HTSV3:  The ultimate combination of near-sealing conductance performance, extended drive mount and 
integral heaters with thermal operation capabilities to 325°C and beyond.

The HTSV is ideal for applications where traditional butterfly valves fail.  The unique plate-and-internal-bore-
design allows for not only extremely high temperatures, but also significant thermal gradients to be present 
without causing binding, scraping or other operational issues.  

Call 800-824-4166 or contact your nearest Nor-Cal representative today for more information 
about the new HTSV products.


